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Abstract—The improvement of the energy efficiency of embedded devices has always been an important research topic.
Nowadays with more and more autonomous devices, e.g. IoT, this
topic is yet popular as questions arise “how to power all these
devices?” or “how to enable lifetimes of years or decades?”.
As theses challenges are not solely an issue of computer
architects, this course specifically addresses computer scientists.
While computer scientists would not be able to influence the
basic architecture of an e.g. MCU, the knowledge on the basics,
the architectures, mechanisms and software paradigms should
sensitize students how to implement energy efficiency on system
level.
Index Terms—Course, Computer Science, Energy Efficiency,
Embedded Systems

I. I NTRODUCTION
Energy efficiency is a broad term and each branch of
study has its own definition. For example electrical engineers
might associate energy efficiency with a focus on energy
conversion [1]–[3]. The topics in this area are mainly focused
on the efficiency factor for power generation, energy transport
or households (e.g. thermal insulation). In fact, not much that
would attract students of computer science classes.
Of course, there is also a plethora of existing courses
on energy efficiency in embedded systems that are slightly
more related to our field of study [4], [5]. Each of them are
indeed excellent courses, but they still provide only a narrow
perspective on e.g. semiconductor technology or computer
architecture [6], [7].
However, nowadays embedded systems are often ubiquitous
and we have to broaden the topic as systems can not be
considered as a single hardware device [8], [9]. For example
ever growing Internet of Things (IoT) applications require
deep knowledge on both, hard- and software level. In addition,
the networked systems demand a great deal of students to
establish energy efficiency on several levels. Many technology
forecasts underline the importance of this topic and thus the
educational need.
Hence, energy efficiency is a system issue. Low power
has been the focus of hardware designers for decades and
great advances have been made in low power designs, yet
most computer scientists and, in particular, most software
developers are blissfully unaware of the impact their decisions
have on energy consumption:
“If you want an ultimate low-power system, then
you have to worry about energy usage at every level

in the system design, and you have to get it right
from top to bottom, because any level at which you
get it wrong is going to lose you perhaps an order
of magnitude in terms of power efficiency.”1
II. C ONTENT AND S TRUCTURE OF THE C OURSE
As mentioned above, this course addresses students of
computer science classes. Although many of them attend a
course related to computer engineering, the knowledge on
basic electrical engineering, semiconductor technologies and
computer architectures is limited. However, it is highly important to know the origin and background of power dissipation
of the underlaying hardware to establish energy efficiency on
system level [10]. Thus a broad spectrum from low level
hardware fundamentals up to software mechanisms on user
layer is covered.
Therefore the course introduces four levels that illustrate the
form and content:
1) Device Level:
Basics and the power dissipation of processing elements
are discussed. Moreover, the characteristics of different
transistors (dimension, technology, etc.) are analyzed.
2) Circuit Level:
Here the impact of different circuit technologies is considered. For example the power dissipation of outdated
technologies like the Register-Transistor-Logic is compared against CMOS. Of course, the power dissipation
of CMOS is reviewed extensively.
3) Module / MCU Level:
The first level where a user can interact with the hardware to achieve energy efficient applications. Mechanisms but also limitations of e.g. sleep states, frequency
and voltage scaling are presented. Moreover, undervolting schemes are discussed and how they can help
to increase the efficiency while ensuring a dependable
execution.
4) System Level:
General system design e.g. voltage conversion or the selection and dimension of devices are considered as well
as use cases to establish energy efficiency on application
1 ACM queue Interviews: Power Management, February 1, 2010,
Volume 8, Issue 2. Conversation with Steve Furber. The designer
of the ARM chip shares lessons on energy-efficient computing.
https://queue.acm.org/detail.cfm?id=1716385

layer software. In addition the popular topics Energy
Harvesting, Energy Neutral Computing and Transiently
Powered Computing are part of this level.
The first part of the course is structured as usual. A weekly
lecture provides the theoretical information while a weekly
exercise provides additional information and some more insights. For the second part of the course each student has to
prepare a short mini-presentation on a relevant publication in
the field of energy efficiency in embedded systems.
A. Lecture
The lecture is divided into nine sections of about 90min
each. In the following a brief description of the specific content
is provided.
1) 00 Organization and Topics: The objectives of the
course, general information and the time schedule are discussed. Moreover a basic motivation to emphasize the relevance of energy efficiency as well as related literature is
provided. The goal is to encourage the students to attend this
course.
2) 01 Motivation and Power Dissipation: Initially, the motivation is focused on classical data centers and show the recent
problem of waste heat. With regard to small embedded systems
the waste heat is still the issue but rather in terms of the
equivalent power dissipation. It is explained how the electrical
energy by means of a flow of electrons through a semiconductor is converted to thermal energy [11], [12]. As the efficiency
of this conversion is rather good, the question “what means
energy efficiency in embedded systems” is discussed. Some
metrics like performance per Watt are considered but also
scrutinized. The lecture closes with the guideline of the course,
that energy efficiency of embedded systems can be rather
described as energy saving. Therefore, the entire system has
to be considered, from hard- to software [4], [9], [13].
3) 02 Digital Circuits: As this course addresses students
in computer science classes, some general basics on digital
circuits are provided, e.g. how Boolean functions can be
described by logic gates. The needed stitching components
(mainly transistors) are described while bipolar transistors and
Field Effect Transistors (FETs) are discussed in detail. Not
only the general theory of operation but also the power dissipation are analyzed. The advantage of FETs against bipolar
transistors is therefor stated out, where we consider both the
active as well as the leakage power. Factors of influences, e.g.
the dimension, are discussed and explained [11], [12].
Subsequently digital circuits based on transistors are presented and the advantage of FET based circuits (CMOS)
against bipolar logic is highlighted [14]. Of course, a huge
part of this lecture derives and examines the power dissipation
of CMOS. While computer scientists usually are not able to
design custom CMOS gates, the knowledge about the power
dissipation is essential for further optimization (e.g. the impact
of the clock rate or the voltage level). In sum this lecture
should provide an overview how the energy efficiency is
closely related to the used gate technology and how CMOS

technology saved about 10 years of power dissipation compared to bipolar logic [15].
4) 03 Sleep Modes (Power- and Clock Gating): The introduction of sleep modes is motivated based on the knowledge
of the power dissipation of CMOS [16]. It is obvious how duty
cycling an MCU could save energy but the question arises how
sleep states could be implemented. Local and global clock
gating are described and pros and cons are discussed. Based
on real MCU architectures the advantage of clock gating and
and therefore freezing parts of an MCU is presented [17].
To reduce also leakage power, power gating is introduced.
Again local and global power gating is considered. Here the
issue of state retention and the overhead for waking up devices
is discussed [18], [19]. Scheduling as well as online algorithms
to weight off the overhead for power gating an MCU vs.
energy savings due to deep sleep are part of this lecture [20].
In the end, students should know how sleep states could be
implemented and, however, that sleeping might not always be
beneficial (overhead).
5) 04 Frequency and Voltage Scaling: With regard to the
active power dissipation of CMOS, frequency and voltage
scaling are an effective way to increase the energy efficiency.
However, as a down-scaled frequency enlarges the run-time of
tasks, students learn that a sole frequency scaling is not sufficient. Hence, frequency and voltage scaling [21] is introduced
(Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS)) [22]. In this connection the
dependency of the propagation delay and the voltage level is
essential [23].
As usual MCUs do have minimum operating voltages,
also DVS might not be ideal for several scenarios. Hybrid
approaches (DPM + DVS) [24] are introduced and their benefit is demonstrated. Nevertheless, yet again DVS techniques
induce an overhead. Software overhead, as well as additional
hardware components (voltage conversion) might prune the
efficiency. Thus, also Passive Voltage Scaling (PVS) [25]
techniques are introduced to show the variety of possible
scaling approaches.
As DVS also affects the run-time of tasks, scheduling
mechanisms for optimizing the energy efficiency are part of
this lecture [26], [27]. Again, the students should get both, an
idea of which techniques are available and a feeling of pros
and cons when utilizing these mechanisms to save energy.
6) 05 Undervolting (active): A recent topic to reduce the
power dissipation of embedded systems is undervolting. In
this lecture active undervolting is considered where parts of
an embedded systems are operated on voltage levels below
their specifications. This technique is part of more powerful
CPUs which is discussed using the example of Critical Path
Monitors (CPMs) [28]–[30]. As these CPMs are not available
for small embedded MCUs, a case study of COTS parts is
presented. It is legitimated why undervolting is feasible and
how it can be established even for COTS parts [31].
On the one hand online testing methods as well as the
impact of the environmental temperature is explained and the
significant potential of energy savings are shown. On the other
hand, the disadvantage of increased (static)overhead and the

risk of faulty execution are discussed. The implementation
of a software-based supervised learning scheme to implement
undervolting [32] on embedded devices is also part of this lecture. The suitability for daily use, in particular the reliability,
is also shown by a field study.
7) 06 Undervolting (passive): While active undervolting
focuses on the active state of an MCUs and devices, respectively, passive undervolting is utilized when components are
idle. In this case a reliable state retention has to be guaranteed
while the device is in sleep state and the voltage is set
below the specification. The fundamentals for state retention
of SRAM cells is examined and thus the usage of passive
undervolting is legitimized.
An implementation to reduce the leakage of an MCU
during sleep state [33] is presented but also the utilization
for peripheral components [34]. For further optimization an
optimal scheduling is shown. The theoretical consideration as
well as a practical implementation illustrate how additional
overhead can be weighted off against the energy savings due
to passive undervolting.
8) 07 Energy Harvesting and TPC: Nowadays energy
harvesting is again popular as it has become cost efficient
compared to classical energy sources like batteries [35].
The general architecture for enabling energy harvesting is
presented and the need for this technique is motivated by
more and more long term applications, e.g. IoT sensing
applications. Several sources of energy like solar, heat or
vibration are discussed in detail while the need for efficient
energy harvesting management chips is stated out. An efficient
and effective voltage conversion and storage is essential and
therefore discussed. For example the Maximum Power Point
Tracking (MPPT) and charge pumps are part of this lecture.
Moreover, software snippets to utilize energy harvesting are
inevitable [36]–[38]. In particular the principles, pros and cons
of forecasting mechanisms are discussed. In this connection
modeling of systems and harvesting processes are presented to
estimate the energy budget of energy harvesting systems [39].
One step further, Transiently Power Computing (TPC) as
part of energy harvesting systems, is part of this lecture [40]–
[42]. Here the issue of state retention with NVRAM and the
corresponding overhead taught. Optimization and real world
systems demonstrate the relevance of this topic.
9) 08 Recent Research and Application Layer Optimization:
Finally, each implementation to increase the energy efficiency
of a system is closely related to the actual application. Each
developer of a system should be aware of the mechanism
that are utilized to lower the power dissipation. For example
what happens if an undervolting scheme induces an error
to a system? Such errors could propagate through a system
and thus lower the efficiency or lead to even more power
dissipation. The impact of such errors as well as methods to
avoid such issues are discussed [43].
Other mechanisms to reduce the duty cycle of systems are
techniques to adapt the sample rate. A practical example shows
how an adaptive sample rate could be implemented based on
the data stream [44].

Students should recognize that the acquired knowledge
of the previous lecture helps to identify potential spots to
optimize the energy efficiency of a system. Furthermore they
should be aware of potential drawbacks like errors or additional overhead that might prune the energy efficiency.
10) Planned Future Extensions of the Lecture: The course
recently took place for the first time in Summer Term 2018
and we received some constructive feedback how to revise
and extend the lecture, respectively. While the current content
discusses energy efficiency on hardware level, raises awareness
and closes the skills gap towards the higher layers in the
system stack, the lecture could be extended by more software
related approaches to analyze, model and estimate energy
consumption [45]–[47].
Yet again it is important to point out that software controls
the hardware and that there is a need for computer scientists
who understand the connection between low power hardware
and an appropriate software design [48]. Moreover, frameworks [49], [50] and tools [51] to support efficient software
development should be part of the lecture in near future.
B. Exercise
In parallel to the lectures there are six exercises. Each
exercise picks up the topics of the lectures, provide additional
information and theoretical tasks to train the subject matter.
For each exercise an exercise sheet is handed out one week
before the actual exercises. Thus, students have the opportunity
to prepare own solutions beforehand. Apart from that, all
solutions are discussed during the exercise by using slides
and the blackboard. The blackboard might be an outdated
instrument but when solving mathematical problems it is still
the tool of choice.
1) Exercise 01: Beside the general discussion of lecture
00 and 01, two theoretical tasks are part if the first exercise.
To understand the source of power dissipation in electronics,
one task is to calculate the bulk resistance of a semiconductor.
Subsequently, the power dissipation in terms of waste heat has
to be calculated as a function of an exemplary clock signal. In
a second task we provide a typical current profile of a system.
The students have to determine the peak power, the average
power as well as the energy over a period of time. Based on
their calculations, the students have to select a battery that
would be able to power such a system for a lifetime of 1 year.
2) Exercise 02: Exercise 02 is mainly focused on the power
dissipation of CMOS. Thus, the power dissipation for different
voltage levels, clock rates and activity factors have to be
calculated as well as evaluated.
3) Exercise 03: Using the example of simple logic gates,
the activity factor is discussed more detailed. Methods to lower
the activity are explained and some examples are calculated to
show how e.g. restructuring can help to reduce the utilization
of gates.
The second part of this exercise considers the sleep states
and how they can be established in practice. In particular
power- and clock gating are analyzed by comparing their
effectiveness and overhead using the example of a fictive

system. Students have to calculate the energy for different
modes, e.g. no optimization, utilization of sleep modes and
system-level power gating. The analyzes are very fine-grained
and, e.g., also includes the power dissipation of I2 C pull-up
resistors.
4) Exercise 04: To understand the connection between the
voltage level and the clock rate of synchronous circuits, the
propagation delay, the critical path and, thus, the maximum
clock rate are calculated by using an example. These basics
are important for DVS and its utilization. While DVS can save
a significant amount of energy, it will also lead to scheduling
issues on system level. Different scheduling algorithms are
discussed and executed to solve exemplary DVS problems.
5) Exercise 05: In this exercise a fictive system should be
optimized by using undervolting schemes. Active times of the
system should be optimized by active undervolting while sleep
periods should utilize passive undervolting. The calculation of
the optimized system should be evaluated against the usual
system. In sum the optimized system is far more efficient but
the exercises concludes with a discussion about the pros and
cons of the potential unreliable undervolting.
6) Exercise 06: Exercise 06 contains several tasks regarding energy harvesting where a preliminary calculation
reveals the economical benefit for long-term applications. An
exemplary system composed of a thermal energy harvester and
a MCU is introduced and theoretically simulated. Therefore a
system model including MPPT and harvesting as a function
of the temperature gradient is derived. Moreover, a simple
forecasting algorithm is discussed and calculated exemplarily.
C. Mini-Presentations
Mini-presentations are a good method to create a more
interactive course by enforcing discussions on the lecture’s
topics among the students. Therefore a paper of a recent
conference is assigned to each student. Of course, the scope
of the selected conferences and papers is closely related to the
topic “energy efficiency in embedded systems”.
The students have to prepare a short presentation where the
content, the concepts and the connection to the course are
highlighted. After the presentation (about 10-15min) a critical
examination together with all students is desired.
Although the preparation of the mini-presentation is a
slightly increased amount of work for students, we received
only positive feedback. In addition, the mini-presentations
offer the opportunity to rejuvenate the course as always recent
research results are integrated naturally.
III. C ONCLUSION
This short paper presented a course on energy efficiency in
embedded systems. Although there is a plethora of existing
courses targeting this topic, the requirements for students of
computer science classes are somehow different. Many courses
solely focus on one specific area of interest, e.g. computer
architecture. However, a conventional computer scientist will
never be able to exert influence of the architecture of e.g.

MCUs but will be able to implement mechanisms on system
level to utilize existing power management techniques.
Thus, this course provides an overview beginning from
device level (electrical fundamentals) up to optimization techniques on system level (software techniques). Beside classical
lectures and exercises, students are encouraged to prepare
a mini-presentation about a recent topic related to energy
efficiency in embedded systems.
So far we received positive feedback from the students (educational evaluation in Summer Term 2018: 1.4 with 1=“very
good” to 5=“very poor”) and it is planned to extend the lecture
in future.
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